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BREAKING NEWS

BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY
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STRIKE AT GALLAUDET UNIVERSITY ENDS

HAPPY FIFTH BIRTHDAY, IPOD

THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES AT GALLAUOET ANNOUNCED YE STER·
OAT THAT IT IS WITHDRAWING THE APPOINTMENTOF JANE K.
FERNANDES AS PRESIDENT, ACCORDING TO CNN.COM

FINOOUT HOW THE IPOO HAS GROWN IN POPULARITY ANO
EVOLVED IN THE LAST FIVE YEARS IN BIZ & TECH
PAGES
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Lady Bison Place 2nd in Championships
BY EDWARD HILL, JR.
$peCtal to The Htlllop

Cary, NC-J essica Neal
clocked in a personal best
17:47.3 to capture first place in
the 2006 Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference (M EAC) women
and men's cross country cham·
pionships at SAS Soccer Park
on Friday. Neal's finish, along
with that of teammate Amanda
Stevenson, helped the Bison
capture second place with 93
points.
The women, who came
into the meet having won three
of the last four championships,
may have overachieved.
"We are not as strong as
we have been in the past," said
Howard head coach, Mike
Merritt, "but we have devel·
oped a s trong tradition in cross
country here at Howard. We
have either won or finished as

The Lady Bison placed second in the men and women's cross c o untry champions hi p s o n Frid a y. Junior track member Jessica Neal recleved first place prize.
does not like to lose."
Neal's time was the fastest
in the conference this year.
Stevens6n had a strong
effort. finishing tenth with a
time of 19:18.7, and played an
integral part in the success.
"She really came on strong

this year." Merritt said . .. She
knew that we needed an effort
like this from her, and she
responded."
The men finished a
respectable sixth "ith 168
poinL~. despite not having any
outstanding individual pcrfor-

1nanccs.
"I am very pleased with
how the men's team performed," Merritt said. "They
have worked hard as ~ group
all season. They gave all they
had and that's all you can ask
for."

BY CHRISTOPHER OLIVER
Gas prices may be on
the rise as members of the
Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC)
met on Oct.19 to cut the production of oil.
The decision to cut output
4 percent, or i.2 million barrels of oil a day, is a result of
oil costs falling below S6o per
barrel. In the past, oil has been
as high as $78 dollars per bar·
rel, resulting in record highs
for the price of gas. Members
of OPEC feel that this production cut will boost countries'
demands for fuel and increase
the value of oil per bnrrel.
Since
OPEC
has
announced its plan to withhold the surplus, prices have

risen close to S63 per barrel.
High prices per barrel of oil
have resulted in outrageous
prices at gas stations.
Lately, Americans have
been accustomed to consid·
erable lows in fuel cost in
comparison to the extreme
peaks that once were everyday occurrences. In contras! to
last year, the national average
for regular grade fuel is s2.23,
a great difference from the
S2.60 average a year ago.
The announcement made
by OPEC has the potential
to once again place strain on
American budgets. High fuel
prices mixed with lengthy traffic lights and numerous cars
on the road spell trouble for
people who commute within
the metropolitan Washington

D.C. area. Some students at
Howard c:in relate to this
problem as a result of experiencing the drive to and from
campus.
"If OPEC decides to cut
the production of oil again I
may have to consider trading
in my vehicle for a bicycle,"
said political science major
Julian ,Johnson.
G:1s station managers
seem to be impartial to the rise
or fall of fuel prices. Solomon
Negussic, manager of Chevron
gasoline station on Florida
Avenue, said OPEC's decision
will not affect the flow of business. 'Fuel hikes or decl ines
really do not have an impact
on bus iness," Negussie said.
"No matter what, people need
to put gas in their cars so I'm

P ltc11ia •'*•"'"'' 111 .......pu10iiC'• loc-1iorlllof...,!lrt.«>m
The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries will meet twice before 2007 to dis·
cuss ra ising the price of oil. Americ ans feel the most strain from the price Increases.
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always going to have custom-

ers."
Gas stations arc not the
only ones profiting as big fuel
companies are making large
amounts of money. Exxon
reported a profit of $10.5 billion the last quarter. Chevron
reported profits of about S4-4
billion the last quarter.
T he U.S. does not have
much control over the cost of
fuel.
Since the economy is not
greatly affected by gas prices reaching record highs, the
U.S., a long with much of the
world, tends to adapt to the
rates set by OPEC.
Unless the U.S. exploits the
available reserves, Americans
are at the mercy of foreign oil.
Alternative fuel sonrces are
often suggested, but experts
are realizing that until they are
produced and made available
for the entire population, the
nation will forever be dependent on fossil fuel.
Americans seem to be
hit the hardest by oil prices
because of the country's strong
dependency on the mi11eral.
Analysts arc suggesting that
the fluctua tion of fuel costs
will continue until the U.S.
creates an alternative energy
sou rce or becomes less depen dent on foreign countries.
Since high gas prices have not
had a significant impact on the
economy, the only people who
will be affected arc those who
will n eed $20 plus to fill the
gas tank.
OPEC will meet again in
Nigeria during Uecemher. A
chance of another cut being
implemented is p1>ssiblc.

TUES, 10/31:
PART\.Y CLOUOY

HIGH 71 . LOW 50

Voter Polls Play
Integral Part In
Campaign Season
BY NICOLE BAILE't

OPEC Cuts Production; Increase in Oil Prices
Contnbutiftg Wntet

HIGH 67. LOW 51

C.Ontflbutu>g Wnter

runner-up."

Neal, a junior transfer student from Ohio State, had to
come from behind to win the
race.
"This was a good course.
Hampton's Krystal Medlin [last
year's outstanding performer)
and some of the runners from
Maryland Eastern Shore paced
the race," Neal said. "We ran in
a pack and I came from behind
to ' vin."
·As a person, Jessica is
very quiet," Merritt said. "But
she has one of the strongest
work ethics of any player that I
have coached here. In addition,
she is very competitive and she

MOii, 10/30:
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Watching
television
during an election year is
like watching the Kentucky
Derby: every major media
outlet is attempt ing to out
guess the othrr in election
results. CNN, Washington/
ABC News, and Wall Street
Jou rnal/NBC News arc a
few maj01· media outlets
that consis tently display
poll results alo ng the bottoms of the 'IV scree ns.
The polls allow voters
to predict the result of a race
e\•en before an official election has taken place. With
so many outlets displaying
results, w•ters can become
confused about what outlet
is trustworthy.
"I don't trust the polls,"
said sophomore politi·
cal science major, Alexis
MeMillon. "Who is running
them ... where do they get
their information?"
Fritz Wenzel, Director
of Communications at
7.ogby International, a
major source of political
polls, offers comfort to confused voters.
"Weare an independent
pollster.· w..nzcl s:iid.
Wem.cl goes on to clarify the polling process.
"We use two principle
types of methodologies in
American political polling
• live telephone inter\'icws
using our call center. and
interacth•e surccys which
use cn1:.il and a secure
server under our control at
all times."
Wenzel points out that
the polls rellect the accurate opinion and mind set
of the nation, or any political subset.
Sophomore
political science major Keisha
Herbert is not so sure.
' I have never taken a
campaign poll and l have
never experienced anyone
first hand who has."
Senior political analys t
and well- kuown pollster for
over 16 years ()avid Bositis
understands students scnti·
men ts.

..Some pollsters do
attempt to sway voters [with
results] during election
years." Bositis said. "Some
partisan pollsters use polls
in unethical ways (like the
wording of questions), but
these are not usually pub·
lished."
Dr. G. Terry Madonna,
Professor of Public Affairs
and Director of the Keystone
Poll at Franklin and
Marshall College. agreed.
"It depends on the poll·
sters, the ones who work
for candidates do (attempt
to sway voters]; that's th eir
job: not to inform the public but to win campaign,"
Mad1mna said.
"The people who do
polls for mndidates aren't
the same ones who do polls
for peoplt • Madonna said.
Wenzel defends Zogby
international.
·rn dealing with bias,
our survey instruments a re
put through an arduous
editorial process including many steps of re\iew
to make sure there is no
bias lo the questions in our
political polls."
Even "ith discrepancie!i in rtportin~. Ro~i tis
feels that polls are accurate.
"Good polls arc based
on mathematical analysis,
and if you choose a large
sample you can get an accurate picture, you can reduce
poll errors by gathering
"1rgc numbers," Bositis
s;1id. He goes on to explain
that polls are of\cn expens ive. Bos itis n·calls a poll
that he once conducted that
cost $100 pe r interview.
"'J'lwt's "hy you see
joint polls s uch as th~
Washington
Post/ABC
news poll or the Wall Street
Journal/NBC news poll, it's
a way of splitting cost."
Sophomore
political
science major Tcesheda
Roberts wondered who pays
for the polls.
'If they cost so much,
then the money has to come
See POLLS, NEWS A3

As e lection day nears, many voters are curious as
to the v a lidity of electio n result prediction polls.
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Students Debate Attending Class During Bad Weather
BY EBONI FARMER

having the choice of whether or it easier not to go to class.
One student said for him
not 10 go class has been tempted to remain in bed.
the rain alone isa enough to put
"It is really hard to get out him back to sleep and another
of my warm bed and have to said she never goes to class to
walk across a cold campus to when it is raining because she
class. I have missed a few class- simply" can't stand the rain.
Rain is not the only issue
es because I did not feel well,
but it has never been because that students may be conflicted
of the weather " she said.
with when it comes to going to
Spanish Professor Carol class.
"I'm from Cal ifornia so I'm
Bean says that she does have
students missing in class dur- really not used to it being this
ing had weather but more so cold so early. I miss California
"cuando el tiempo es muy so much that I missed a
bueno• (when the weather is Monday morning class because
very nice).
it was too cold: said freshmen
"I can honestly say I do computer science Alyssa Sims.
Students from
colder
not remember ever missing a
class because of tl1e weather regions of the country may not
in my three years. I just throw have that same problem.
on some warm clotlies if it is
"Right now it really is not
cold and grab my umbrella if it that cold. In Colorado we just
is raining," said junior political had a snowstorm that dropped
science major Brittany Green.
two feet of snow, which I think,
"In the spring when the was a record for this early in
weather is nicer than it is now , the year. Girls back home will
I have a whole another story wear mini skirts "ith flip-flops
to tell."
in this D.€! weather," ~nid
For other students waking freshmen fashion design major
up to sound of rain only makes Jenae' Sanders.

Hiiitop Staff Wnter

College students are faced
with many choices. They must
decide whether to go to that
house party or that club. There
also may come a time when
they have to decide whether or
not to s tay in bed because of
the daily forecast they read on
the front page of The Hilltop.
·r have a huge loan so it
docs not matter if its sunny or
if there is a hail storm outside
if classes are still running I will
make the effort to be their on
time," said sophomore chemit.al engineering major Keenan
.Jenkins.
If teachers make the
effort to be in class during bad
whether they feel their students
should do the same.
"There have been times
when it is not so great outside
that only half of my students
showed up. I come out no matter the conditions because I
know there are students who
arc eager to learn. I expect my

•·oti.Phoeo

Howard students and faculty alike weigh the pros and cons of holding class sessions In
times of bad weather. Snowdays are preferable to both parties during the colder months.

students to be in class unless
it's a holiday or classes are canceled ... said English professor
Daniel Messina.
Professor Messina has
been known to give an extra
credit assignment to his stu-

dents when he does not have a
fu!I class.
"I have given out a few
extra assignments to students
who come to class when the
weather is bad especially when
it starts snowing. If students

decide not to come class I
understand the temptations to
stay in bed but this is college,
we all have responsibilities,"
said Professor M<tssina.
Freshmen biology major
Juliet Odug\,11 who is new to

Campus Briefs

Philosopher Appointed at Harvard University
Renomied African American Studies philosopher Henry
Louis Gates Jr. has been appointed the Alphonse Fletcher
University Professor, Harvard University announced Interim
President Derek Bok on October 23.
"Professor Gat~s has accomplished something for the
Univcr<ity that very few professors have done," said Bok.
"He has taken a field of study that, years ago, was floundering at Harvard and transformed it into the leading department of its kind in this country. In addition, he has been one
of the world's intellectual leaders, if not the intellectual leader,
in shaping the entire field of African-American studies over the
last quarter century."
"I am deeply humbled by this generous gesture by President
llok," Gates reportedly said in regards to the honor.
The University Professorships, created by the President
and Fellows in 1935, are chairs intended for "individuals of
distinction". Gates has become the first African American
of the 21 Harvard faculties currently serving as University
Professors.

Morehouse Welcomes Official MLK, Jr. Papers

Lil Wayne Faces Charges By Morgan State

Morehouse College officially welcomed home the collection of papers and memorabilia from Or. Martin Luther King
on October 21.
The Morehouse College Martin Luther King Jr.
Collection was scheduled to be auctioned by Sotheby's on
June 30. Interested institutions included the Smithsonian in
Washington, D.C., and Boston University, where King received
his doctorate in systematic theology in 1955.
In order to keep the documents at Morehouse Atlanta
Mayor Shirley Franklin rallied funding from organizations to
purchase the collection. The final decision took 11 hours but
in the end, Morehouse College became owner of the 10,000piece collection, which includes 7,000 handwritten notes and
unpublished sermons.
President Walter E. Massey '58 said the College is proud to
serve as the home of the King's papers. The civil-rights leader
graduated from Morehouse with a bachelor's degr~c in sociology in 1948.

In Lil Wayne's efforts to help out struggling students by
having money thrown into the audience at a Morgan State
homecoming event the rapper may be facing criminal charges.
Campus police are considering whether to press charges
on the artist after someone on stage began throi>ing money
into the audience, which caused a riot and left three young
women injured. The women both suffered leg injuries and
were taken to Johns Hopkins Hospital. The third was injured
but did not seek medical treatment.
According to Police Chief Adrian Wiggins, it was unclear
whether I.ii' Wayne or a member of his entourage actually
tossed out the cash. Lil' Wayne, whose real name is Dwayne
Michael Carter, has been banned from performing on campus
in the wake of the incident, university officials said.

Sources: www.haruard.edu, www.gallaudet.edu, www.
morehouse.edu, EURweb."Om
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Companies Creating New
Products For Project RED
RED, from NEWS A8

the fashion industry, showrelief, food, clothing, shel- ing responsibility as opposed
ter and other essentials that to superficiality," she said.
are absent amongst poverty
Other students, s uch as
sophomore musical theater
stricken people.
Motorola has provided the major Talibah Aquil, share the
red sliver phone, Converse has same sentiment.
provided the limited edition
"Fashion is what speaks to
RED and white Muddcloth a lot of youth. It is what they
trainers designed by Giles relate to, so I am all for a cause
Deacon. Giorgio Armani has that encourages the younger
provided the Emporia Armani generation to be of help to the
sunglasses and a capsule col- global community through
lection set to launch worldwide the medium of fashion." Aquil
in November. There is also the said.
iPod nano in RED courtesy of
Fashion Fights Poverty is
Apple. Myspace.com has even another organization following
jumped on the bandwagon to in the benevolent footsteps of
help out with a profile launch The Global Fund. This organiat www.myspace.com/joinred zation aims to combat poverty
where viewers can read about and disease through profits
Project RED and the cause, obtained through various fashview its products and purchase ion shows and functions. The
them.
proceeds arc given to Bead For
The GAP Inc. is also a Life, a grassroots organization
major participant in Project dedicated to helping impovRED, selling clothing and erished women and children
accessories both men and in developing countries. The
women can enjoy ranging in company takes the profits
price from T-shirts that cost made from hand-crafted jew$28 to more expensive items elry made by the indigenous
such as a pair of jeans, not women of Uganda and uses the
necessarily red, that cost about proceeds to build up the family
$198. Fifty percent of the prof- infrastructure and contribute
its received from these limit- to everyday necessities many
ed edition GAP items will be Ugandan women go without.
donated to The Global Fund,
Fashion Fights Poverty
making responsible fashion a hosts showcases that are "ethinew trend. A manager from cal." like the show held at
Prince George Plaza's GAP Gallery Place this past Friday.
commented that 25 percent It featured fashions from
of the weekly sales are from American Apparel, Bebenoir,
Project RED items alone.
and Bead For Life.
The RED line is in very
According to director
high demand.
of communications and coJunior fashion merchan- founder of Fashion Fights
dising major Marlena llatts Poverty, Kadricka Maiden, "I
said, "Fashion is something am not proclaiming that fasheverybody loves, and because ion is the best means of lightthese items arc not necessarily ing poverty, but the organizacouture it is easily accessible." tion has definitely recognized
Batts is one of the many fashion as an effective avenue
students who feels that Project to fight poverty."
RED is a good idea.
Maiden said the fashions
"It reflects positively on in her shows are different from

Polls Not Factor In Elections
POLLS, from NEWS A8

those in a mainstream fashion
show because their origins arc
more diverse.
"Our
organization
is
unique in the sense that it
involves all fashion from
clothing design to art textile,
and it is another avenue that
reaches all consumers, and the
money goes toward Bead For
Life, which is a good cause,"
Maiden said.
These organizations are
organizations that people can
identify '>ith, especially the
Howard University student
l>ody. Though some arc critical ofusing fashion as a vehicle
for fundraising, junior nursing
major Brittney Fox doesn't care
about the origins of aid, as long
as it serves its purpose. "I think
The Global Fund, Project RED
and Fashion Fights Poverty
are laudable causes and are
beneficial because they attract
the attention of all age groups.
People who might be ignorant
to issues such as poverty and
genocide become informed just
by buying an iPod or a T-shirt,
and even if they find out about
these causes by accident, it
doesn't matter. Ignorance and
poverty are being dispelled;
that's great."
Junior nursing major
Jasmine Blackledge approves
of Fashion Fights Poverty's
mission, but believes there is
more work to be done.
"Fashion cannot solely
combat poverty diseases and
there is still a need for policy makers anc.l governments
across the nation to kick it up
a notch," Blackledge said. "If
the products are what people
want, there are celebrities
involved and socially it's time
for a change, people will support the cause. I will support
the cause. Look at Vote or Die.
It did well because of the cause
and the celebrity."

from somewhere."
Bositis said media outlets
pay for polls and that campaigns don't prodnce major
polls.
Madonna feels that modern campaigns cannot run
without polls.
"[Campaign
strategists]
shape their campaign by finding what voters care about and

t<1ilor the candidate's mess.ige
to fit voters' preference."
Because of this, Dr.
Madonna warns voters about
which polls to trust. Madonna
said polls also are "able to see
voters' reactions to certain
events, to protect candidates
from what they did or voted
on. No c.1mpaign runs "ithout
polls to help make judgments."
He warns voters not to utilize polls that parties and candi-

click it to us.
The Hilltop wants to read what
you have to say. Submit a
500 word perspective to
www.thehilltoponline.com.

dates conduct.
,.. Average voters need
help; there are a whole hunch
of things you need to know to
understand polls. There arc
at least ten different things
a [qualified] pollster would
look at to determine validity,"
Madonna said.
llositis agreed ...They [ voters] should rely on polls when
they arc confident in t11e reliability of the organization."
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Got Skills??? Stop by the WHBC Office in
the Basement of the School of
Communications or the UGSA Office in
Blackburn to Sign Up!

Call Us: (202) 865-8698 Myspace: www.myspace.com/whbc830amchannel51

This Week in Academics at Howar1.l
OFFICE OF THE PROVOST

"

www.provost.howard.edu
Monday, October 30 - Friday, November 3, 2006

What's happening in the Residence Hall?

"Hall Happenings"
October & November 2006
Monda\. October 30. 2006

DE1\1\"S RESIDENCE I !.\LL PRl:SIDE\TS ~IEETl:JG, RESIDE>JCE Lii·[

CONFERE\CE ROO~I. THE QUAD. +:00 P~1-S:OO P~l
"SCARY ~ 10\"IF ,\IAR.~Tl 10\"· THE QUAD,
BALD\\'ll\ LOlll'iGI:. 6:00 P~l-2:00 A\1
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Monday, October 30

Thursday, November 2

12:15 pm
HOWARD LAW STUDENTS AT THE
SUPREME COURT
SPF.AKERS: Nicole Elam, Keri Fiore, Veronica Joice,
Lauren Ruffin. and Peter Steadman
l..CX'ATIQ!\: School or 1.a~. Hol) Cross Fo)cr

4:00 pm · 6:30 pm
FALL 2006 ENGLISH DEPARTMENT PRE·
REGISTRATION MAJOR-MINOR INFO-SOCIAL
English majors and minors. as well as those considering
the field, should auend to r~rei~e oae-on-0ne advising
prior to tile registration period. to hear announcements
about upcoming events and opponuniucs
co~TAll: Yasmin DeGout, (202) 8Q6.561 l or
ydegour2@howard.edu
UnTION: Blackbum Center, Gallery Lounge

Wednesday, November 1

Ilfil-'"''''ll"'' 31,

The Haunted Hilltop, 6:00pm, Cook Hall
'KICKBOXl1\G', Bl:THUNE. SE~llN:\R R00\1, 7-00 1'~1

12:00 noon
CONCERT
~USIOA ~s: Profeswrs Connailre Miller. Vocalist and
Charles Covington. Pianist
l.orATION: Blackburn Unimsity Center. Gallery Lounge

1 5:00 pm
27"' ANNUAL CHARLES H. THOMPSON LECTURE

Wednesday. Noirmber L2006

'LOUD \\"I llSPERS: OPE\ ~11CROPHO\E'. BITHUNE. 7:00 l'\I. $1.00
Ihurs!lai, Norember 2, 2006

'K1DS2COl IJGE l:\IORi\l;\TIOi\1\I s1:ss10\-, THE TOWERS WEST.
'KICKBOXl"!G-. BITHUNE. 7:00 l'~I

"Providing aWorld-Class Educalion for Our
Children & Youth: Shifting the Schooling
Paradigm"
SPf,IKF.R: Dr. AWade Boykin, Professor. Departmenl of
Psychology and £rec111il'e Direcror, 171e Caps1one
lnstilllle for School Reform, Ho•·nrd Unimsiry
Sponsored by the Journal of Negro Ed11ca1io11
LtX'ATION: Blackburn Unil'ersity Center, West Ballroom

t'riday. Nn1ember 3, 2006

'KICKBOXl\G'. BITHUNE. 700 l'\I

'QUAD

Saturday, Norember 4. 2006
DRE\\" OllTl"!G'. 7:00 1'~1 (SEE COMMUNITY

Wednesday and Thursday,
November 1·2

DIRECTORS)

SCHOOL OF DIVINITY 90"' ANNUAL
CONVOCATION & BANQUET
Crisis and Transformation in the Black Church:
Engaging Critical Issues at Howard University
School of Divinity
Come hear natioruilly·recogniz.ed theologians and
academicians as they analyze the lXISI, mess the
present and chart the future.
BANQUET Kt\~OTf SPl:.AKcR: Rev. Dr. Floyd Flake
Sl'f.flAI Gufsr. Gospel Artist, Mauretle Brown·Clark
Registration fm required.
Co~1Arr: (202) 806·0500
LOCATION: School of Divinity, 1400 Shepherd St.. N.E.
11011.\!U> l

THE HILLTOP

\II I R.<rn

1tll\1 \RI> I \II I ~\I I)

Friday, November 3
4:00 pm
7" ANNUAL STUDENT LEADERSHIP
INSTITUTE
Keynote Address for College of Engineering,
Architecture and Computer Sciences
"Ethics and Leadership"
SPF.mJt Ms. Linda Gooden. Presidem of Lockheed
Manin lnformario11 Techlfology, Dcpury £xcc111fre Vice
Presidcm of Lockheed lnformario11 and Tet·luiology
Sen"ice.1
CoMACT Marilyn Lanier·No!ley. (202) 8()6-4381 or
mlanier-nolley@howard.edu
l0< .1TION: Mackey Building, The Hilyard R. & Hdena
Robinson Auditorium. 2nd floor

Ttlis Wttk in Acadtmin at Howard is th~ofs;>K41 lQdcnoiic Ml'ltl
f'blsnedby !ht Off'~t oi !ht ~t Tilt <:qecin-t o' ltd prc,ect ~to flCrtm
~ertss cld'.tnd: ~<I ~tl~I

vid !u._., spt<.ii<~ t'ttn S?O'
IOl'td by dit lC~'h( U"ft:S M. Hc~·d l.P"""llC)' Ttiis Wttlt in Au.dtr11i<s

Howard" &~ttbo«dcodlt Uri'ltlU'f COIM'lll11l)''lla ~ .,d~ K
www.pron>1t.bowrd,td1111. dlt bt& ·11"1 of nth wt~ Schools. Ccrttes.
{)tparr-trru.cchtr Jadtrr.c via Jfld but, fl"JtlT'!:ltrs 1\b'rjt ¥10.1fl(t'l'lf:n1S
about ~e-.c: M-:u tt.at in cpet to Cit Uri~q ce"."t!IU"oty for rit~c ir:
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U.S. Still Behind In Test Scores
BY AEJA WASHINGTON

8) In October, _ soldiers have d ied in Iraq niak·
ing the total casualty count
__ since the March :.ioo3
invasion.
a) 99, 21!05

b) 70, 2508
c) 50, 2100
d) 200, 2903

2) Which country has

the
in

greatest oil reserves
the world?
a) Venezuela
b) Canada
c) Saudi Arabia
d) Iraq

Name the
Allorney General.
3)

9) Condolecna Rice is
calling on which country to
disarm their nuclear weapons?

a) Venezuela
b) No11h Korea
c) Hezbollah
d) Cuba

U.S.

4) Who is the prrsident
of the NAACP?
a) Kweisi Mfume
b) Julian Bond
c) John Conyers
d) Bruce Gordon

10) True or Fnlse. New
York City has the highest
population uf black residents?
a) True
b) False

5) \>\'hat is the United

The U.S. has been consistently low in math, science and reading scores compared to high
school students In the Industrialized world.
Statistics like this prove from 75.6 percent in 1971.
that lhe current reforms in
The results from the 2003
the educational system are not PISA study illustrated that
countries that spent more on
producing satisfying results.
Current
Secretary of education did not nccessaril>
Education, Margaret Spellings, do better than those who spent
acknowledges the educational less.
decline.
CountriessuchasAustralia,
"The rest of the world is Belgium, Canada, the Czech
catching up to us in education, Republic, Finland, Japan and
especially in the areas of math the Net hcrlands spend relaand science," said Spellings in tively less on public education
the Ask the White House ques- but performed comparatively
tion and answer series.
well, as opposed to the United
'·These statistics just States that spends a lot more
highlight the need we have to but continuously scores below
improve the K-12 pipeline in the OECD average. The Czech
math and science and provide Republic spends one third per
more opportunities for stu- student as compared to the
dents to take rigorous classes United States.
in school," Spellings said.
According to PISA, profesMany believe that the sor Jouni Valijaivi, who directlack of funding that is going ed the Finnish PISA study,
into the public school systems believes that the high scores
is what is causing America to that Finland attained were due
trail behind our international to the high quality of teachcounterparts. To remedy the ers and Finland's LUMA proproblem, more money should gram (a national development
be dumped into public school program of Mathematics and
funding.
S<:ience education operated by
Per pupil in inflation- the Ministry of Education in
adjusted dollars has signifi- Finl:ind).
cantly increased from S4.479
He also brought to light
in 1971 to S8,996 in 2001 that within the Finnish school
according to the Department system only one curriculum is
of Education.
Despite the laugh! to all pupils.
increased
spending, the
So arc we" nation at risk?
Department of Education notes
··ves we are," said Carrie
that the graduation rates have L. Ellis-Williams, former midfallen lo 72.2 percent in 2001 atlantic recruiter and deputy

director of the alumni career
office for Teach for America
who now serves as the Field
Director for Kaboom.
'"There are a number of
factors that contribute to the
poor performance in students:
poor competitiveness, economic factors, insufficientlycquippcd schools, quality of
teachers, poor curriculum
and the list can go on," EllisWillfoms said.
Like
Ellis-Williams,
many innuential leaders have
expressed great concerns about
the quality of education that
children are recei,1ng.
Earlier this year, President
Bush proposed the American
Competitiveness
Initiative,
which pro,1dcs S380 million in new funding to the
Department of Education to
strengthen math and science
education around the country.
The
Department
of
F.ducation has proposed Math
Now for Elementary Schools
and Middle Schools 10 i1llroduce algebraic and other challenging mathe1m1tics concepts
early so that students can succeed in higher-level courses.
"If we don't step up and
give every child in this nation
an cxcdlent education, we will
fail generations lo come and
ii will effect us tremendously,"
Ellis-Williams said.

Nations Security Council?

• 11) Which co11ntI)' does
this flag represent?

6) Name three black
Republicans that "ill be
running in this years midterm election.

7) Olusegun Obasanjo
is the president Qf \vhich

M•..e'• nb2)eli-'1t>ei10Gc:wu•c-"
4)cl 5Hhe 0t9•n of Ille lJl'l~td Nat()l'li

CO\lOtry?

a) Ghana

(tl•l\lOd wll.h m•L'lt~ons; Ptaoo ano ~n.

b) South :\frica
c) Sierra Leone
ti) Nigeria
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E ver Wonder Why ...
There is braille written on dr ive-through ATM
m achin es?
Drive-up ATM buttons are marked with braille
because federal regulations require it. Section 4.34.4
of the ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and
Facilities (Appendix to Part 1191, 36 CFR Chapter XI,
issued pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990) says, ··instructions and all infom1ation for use
{of an automated teller machine) shall be made accessible to and independently usable by persons with vision
impairments." Drive-up ATMs, unlike the walk-up vari·
cty, don't need to be wheelchair accessible, but the rules
make no exception regarding accessibility by the blind.
ATM manufacturers say a fair number of blind people
do take cabs to drive-up ATMs, to avoid asking a totnl
stranger lo help with a financial transaction.

Workshop
If rou want lo be abetter writer, for The Hilltop or an~one else.
If you· re interested in !Jecomin~ astaff writer. ~ou must attend.

THE H ILLTOP

tnem·

~r oo.,..,nmer.ts fl"IU'll etrry ~ u~r tl'loo

Wednesday@ 6:00
The Hilltop Office,
P·Level,West Tower

'
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How well do you know your
Nation and World?
1) In which continent is
the count1y Gabon?
a) South America
h) Afrira
c) Europe
d) Asia

Contributing Wnter

Though the United States
is one of the most powerful
and prosperous nations in the
world, its place in education
docs not seem to fall in sync
with lhal tille, according to
international students studying in the s tates.
"I don't think Americans
take education all that seriously," said Vernelle A. Noel,
a senior architecture major
from Trinidad and Tobago.
"Americans have more opportunities and resources al lhc
lip of their lingers, but they
choose not to utilize them."
Noel added that the
Trinidadian public school system is modeled after the British
system.
"We take education very
seriously in Trinidad, not only
in our academics, but also how
we view and treat our teachcrs. •
When it comes to the wel fare of the American education
system, many find its future
not too promising. In recent
decades, numbers of developed
nations surpassed American
students academically.
According to the 2003
Trends in International Math
and Science Study (TIMSS)
only seven percent ofAmerica's
4th and 8th graders were considered "advanced," while
38 percent of Singaporean
4th graders and 44 percent
of Singaporean 8th graders
reached this level.
National results among
American students in comparison to international students
have often been below average.
The Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development
(OECD) developed a test called
the Program for International
Student Assessment (PISA)
to test and compare the performance of schoolchildren
across the world with a \1ew to
improve and standardize educational methods.
In 2003, American 15ycar-olds ranked 24th of 38 in
mathematics, 19th of 38 in science, 12th of 38 in reading, and
26th of 38 in problem solving. Finland and South Korea,
respectively, ranked within the
top three PQSitions in each category.
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Happy Birthday iPod: Apple Music Player Turns Five
BY CHARLOTTE YOUNG
Hilltop Staff Wntor

Any day on Howard's
campus, students can be seen
walking to class with the familiar white cords hanging from
e<1rs attached to the respective
iPod.
"It's like you have feelings in your pocket," sophomore political science major
Christina Griffin said. "Your
favorite songs can uplift you or
your saddest song can affi rm
that the situation is bad."
On Oct. 23, Apple celebrated the fifth anniversary
of the iPod. Created by the
California-based company in
2001, the iPod first started
out as a 5 gigabyte (GB) hard
drive music device that stored
up to 1,000 songs. It became
available on Nov. 10, 2001 for
S399. "With iPod, listening to
music will never be the same
again," said Apple CEO Steve
Jobs, at the introduction of the
iPod.
Now, iPods range in different sizes and colors. The
1GB i Pod shuffle sells for $79.
It holds up to 240 songs. The
il'od nano comes in five different colors. It ranges in memory
capacity from the 2GB, 4GB
to the 8GB and can hold up
to 2,000 songs depending on
the version. Prices for the il'od
nano start at $149. Starting at
S249, the iPod video is avail-

Upon the fifth anniversary of the !Pod, Apple celebrates the range of sizes, colors and features developed since 2001.
Sales of the latest development, the special edition !Pod nano (PRODUCT) RED, contribute to the fight against HIV/AIDS.
able in black or white. It has
two sizes: the 30GB and the
80 GB. The 8oGB iPod video
holds up to 20,000 songs, up
to 25,000 photos and up to
100 hours of video.
The newest of the iPod
developments is the special
edition iPod nano (PRODUCT)
RED. Designed by Bono, the
lead singer of U2 and Bobby
Shriver, the special edition
iPod nano (PRODUCT) RED

is dedicated to the HIV/AlDS
cause in Africa. Apple "~II
donate $10 from each iPod
nano (PRODUCT) RED sale to
the Global Fun<! to help continue the fight against HIV/
AIDS.
All iPods are rechargeable
when connected to a computer
with its cable and are able to
download music using Apple's
online mp3 music store,
iTunes. iPod '~deo can also

download movies, Tv shows
and podcasts from the iTunes
Store.
il'ods of all sizes and colors can be found on Howard's
campus.
Griffin is the owner of a
video il'od.
-rhe iPod is beautiful,"
she said. "People won't talk to
you-they try to, then they get
embarrassed because you can't
hear anything they say."

Freshman fiMnce major
Jeffrey Fleming also enjoys his
iPod.
"It's t!1e best piece of technology to happen to music," he
said. "I have the [iPodJ nano.
It doesn't hold as [many songs]
as I would like it to hold but
I don't have enough music to
put on it [anyway]."
Though sophomore legal
communications major Shari
Graham doesn't 0\\11 an iPod,

she plans on getting one.
"When I travel I hate being
bored. I think if I had an iPod
I could watch all the movies I
want a nd listen to all the music
I want to occupy my time," she
said.
While these students
appreciate the convenience
iPods offer, not all students
buy into the concept of the
iPod .
Junior 1V production
major Alexis Taylor, prefers
her Sony Bean, which has an
FM radio.
"C:verybody has one (iPod)
and I'm not trying to be like
everybody else," she said. "The
fact that I have [the Sony]
Bean, it's like 'yes, I didn't buy
into the iPod frenzy like everybody else."'
Patrice Cherry, a junior
accounting major from South
Carolina, says that while iPods
arc not popular in her homet0\\11, she enjoys her iPod mini.
"Everybody really likes it and
wants to get one," she said.
According to Apple press
reports, the company m~de a
total revenue of S4.84 billion
for the fiscal 2006 third quarter which ended on September
30, 2006. More than 39 million iPods were sold; a 35 percent gro"1h in the sell of iPods
over last year's quarter.
"It's a great investment ...
everyone who loves music
should get one," Cherry said.

Wal-Mart Ordered To Pay
$78 Million in Missed Wages
BY SAKITA HOLLEY
Contributing Wnter

Online gambling adds such as this one may be a thing of the past. President Bush
recently signed a ban on most online gambling and gambling related money transfers.

Law Bans Online Gambling
BY JOUANNA SPANN
Conlnbul1ng Wntcr

Online gamblers will
soon have to withstand the
late night or early morning
yearning for an online bet
due to the Unla"fu l Internet
Gambling Enforcement Act.
President Bush signed the bill
into law on Oct. 13.
The act attempts to ban
most online gambling and
make money transfers to
accounts from gamhling sites
illegal. The act is expected
to stifle the swelling of the
onEnc gambling industry in
the U.S.
Recently, analysts said a
decli ne in the on line gambling
industry could not be foreseen. A U.S. consulting firm,
Christiansin Capital Advisors,
predicted that global online
gambling revenue would
increase from the current revenue of $15 million to more
than S24 billion by 2010.
However these figures may
be unreliable since Americans
have placed only S6 billion in
online bets, and only S12 billion worldwide.
Senior biology major
Abeni Cooper said that she
didn't think that the gambling industry had too much
to worry·about when it comes
to making money.
"[The gambling industry] will get along just fine
because there has always
been [Las] Vegas, which was
around before the Internet,
and there has ~]ways l>een
people shooting dice in the
corner," Cooper said.
Lobbyist for U.S. casino industry, the American

Gaming Association, estimated that 4 percent of Americans
or 12 million people placed
online bets last year. This figure is still not much iu comparison to the one-in-four
Americans who flocked to
state regulated casinos last
year.
Senior audio production
major Arthur Walcatt-Ceesay
isn't that worried about the
new act.
"I
wouldn't consider
myself a gambler. I have been
to Vegas and Atlantic City a
few times, but I just played
the quarter games. I have
never gambled online and I'm
not into computers enough to
do it," Walcatt-Ceesay said.
Supporters of the bill
believe that its passing is a t riumph "for family values and
a blow against an addictive
vice," according to the online
publication of Business Weck
A sponsor of the bill,
Iowa Republican Jim Leach,
said that the bill's passage will
prevent casinos from further
extending their corruptive
reach.
Sophomore
nursing
major Anaya Smith had the
same sentiments as Leach .
"I have never been an
advocate of online ga mbling
because kids under 18 have
run themselves into debt.
The ban is beneficial because
of the state it is putting teens
in," Smith said.
Many analysts say that
there are loopholes in the
language of the bill, perhaps
giving way for many lot casters to work around the new
legislation.
The biJI docs not explic-

itly outlaw bett ing on online
casino-style games, such as
blackjack; however, it does
ban the bett ing of sports. The
bill prohibits cred it card companies and other payment
companies from processing
online gambling transactions.
Some poker companies
argue that because poker is
a game of skill, rather than a
haphazard sequence of mm1bers, it is not subjected to the
new ru les s<>on to be implemented.
Still, with the new Jaw's
policies and procedures looming just 270 days away, online
gaming companies are already
feeling the blow.
Forbes' 1641•
Richest
American of the 400 Richest
Americans, Ruth Parasol,
lawyer and founder of
PartyGaming.com, made a
profit of $5 million in 2002, in
comparison to a colossal $293
million in 2005 as revenues
for the company increased to
$1 billion. In June of 2005,
the company was listed on
the London Stock Exchange,
which put an amount of S8.6
billion on the firm.
Now, the once powerhouse company said that it
will no longer take monies
from the U.S. market. Two
poker companies, Sportbct,
and Leisure & Gaming, sold
their U.S. operations stocks
for a dollar. It cost Sportbet
nearly $400 million to pull
out of the U.S. market.
Many companies are running after the German, Britain
and l'rcnch markets to make
up for lost U.S. revenues.

Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
was ordered to pay S78-47
million in damages on Oct.
13 in what has become the
latest judgment in a wideranging legal battle between
the world's largest retailer
and current and former
employees in 28 states.
The ruling came a day
after a Pennsylvania jury in
the Court of Common Picas
sided with Michelle Braun
and Delores Hummel, both
former employees of WalMart, who claimed the company violated Pennsylvania
labor Jaws by neglecting
to pay employees for lost
wages. Of the $78.47 mnlion
award, s2.5 million is allocated for off-the-clock work·
ing and about $76 milliou
for lost rest breaks dating
back to March 1998.
The class action suit
involves 187,000 current
and former employees who
worked at Wal-Mart and
Sam's Clubs in Pennsylvania
from March 1998 through
May 2006. The suit charges that Wal-Marl managers forced employees to
work through breaks and
after shifts to maximize the
amount of work done and to
cut costs. Managers would
even go as far as locking
employees in after closing to
ensure that the entire store
was replenished for the
night.
"One of Wal-Mart's
undisclosed secrets for its
profitability is its creation
and implementation of a

system that encourages offthe-clock work for its hourly
employees .. ." Hummel said
in her suit filed in 2002.
Wal-Mart attorney Neal
Manne refuted this claim.
"I think a lot of employees who had short or missed
breaks did it by personal
choice," Manne said.
In his closing argument,
Manne said that Wal-Mart
has a strong company policy
against off-the-clock work,
a policy that is written in
the employee handbook.
The policy also gives hou rly
employees in Pennsylvania
one paid 15-minute break
during a shift of at least three
hours and two such breaks,
plus an unpaid 30-minute
meal break. on a shift of at
least six hours.
The plaintiffs' lawyer
Michael Donovan pointed
out that employees were
sometimes logged on to cash
registers when the employees were not on the clock;
additionally, Wal-Mart computers were programmed to
dock workers for every minute of tardi11css. Those min11tcs of lost pay saved Wal:'>1art stores in Pennsylvania
S26 mill ion over the course
ofa year.
Contrary to company
policy, Wal-Mart has in place
a system of rewards and
punishments that critics say
gives managers strong incentives to be highly demanding
of employees. According to a
deposition by a senior payroll executi,·c, store managers arc ordered to keep payroll costs below a target that
headquarters sets for every

store. This system also discourages overtime pay. If a
store misses its target, store
managers have been subject
to reprimanding and sometimes demotion or termination.
Although this case adds
another blow to Wal-Mart's
already tarnished image,
some Howard students don't
seem to be fazed by the discount retailer's legal woes.
"l don't really care, and
I am not affected by the
verdict at all," said sophomore fashion merchandising
major Niasia Rouse.
Freshman finance major
Calvin Si mmons said his
opinion of Wal-Mart hasn't
chauged because he's been
ordered to work through
breaks in the past by his
employers. In fact, most students surveyed have had to
work through breaks, and
that despite the $78-47 million award, most of those
students will continue shopping at Wal-Mart for its convenience and low prices.
Freshman print journalism major Kea'nia Gulley,
admitted that the verdict has
changed her view of WalMart.
"[Wal-Mart]
seemed
like a store that cared ahout
the community and their
workers. It puts them in a
completely negative light,"
Gulley said.
Manne said he "obviously disagrees" with the
jmy's verdict a nd its award
of damages and plans to
appeal both the class certification and the jury's findings.

Plll'I.. t...u11n' of ,.,..,,.,.noiu , _

Walmart has been ordered to pay $78.47 mllllon In damages for neglectlng to pay
187,000 Pennsylvania laborers for lost wages from March 1998 to May 2006.
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Bison Defeat Spartans for Second Straight Win

I

BY CARYN GRANT
Sports Editor

The lliso11 football team handed
Norfolk State (3-5, 1-5 in the MEAC)
their fourth consecutive loss as junior
quarterback Brian Johnson led the
Bison to their second-straight win, a
, first since October 1 of last yea1·.
Johnson rushed for a career-high
142 yards i11 his third start of the season, a nd senior running back Antoine
Rutherford added 91, including a
five-yard touchdown c.1rry to score
the Bison's lone touchdown in their
13-10 win over the Spartans Saturday
at Greene Stadium.
"All three phases of the team
played well," head coach Ray Petty
said after the game, explaining that
in earlier games at least one of the
three units (offense, defense, or special teams) has broken down. "These
last couple of games, a ll three phases
have pulled together and not made
mistakes."
Johnson agreed, attributing the
success to players getting used to
each other and beginning to "play as
a unit."

After a scoreless first quarter,
Howard (3-5, 2-3 in the MF.AC) took
a 3-0 lead, starting the second with a
34-yard field goal by freshman kicker
Dennis Wiehberg less than a minute
into the period.
The Spartans responded with
a 12-play, 32 yard drive in which
Norfolk kicker Antonio Gomez rushed
for 17 yards, giving the visiting team a
first down after the Bison had forced
them into a fourth and eleven situation.
The Bison defense, however,
was relentless; with a sack by senior

l...,.lo Cow1C'•) l>fl'"fTOU ~-lh ·A• f'm
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Quarterback Brian Johnson breaks free of a Norfolk State defender
during the Bison's 13-10 win over the Spartans Saturday.
defensive lineman Marvin Wooten
pushing the Spartans back 10 yards
and forcing a punt from the Howard
37 yard line. This would be only one
of five times that the llison defense
would sack Norfolk State quarterb<ick
Casey Hansen.
"Defense has bten a strong tradi-

tion here the past three years," senior
defensive end Rudy Hardie, who finished with two sacks and 4.5 tackles. "The defense is now playing well
as a unit. We all made plays when
we needed to against a very good
offense."
The offense took the field with

the ball on their 22-yard line and
drove 78 yards in nine plays for a
touchdown with'5:42 left in the half.
The Spartans countered with a
74-yard drive of their own, but were
halted by the Bison defense, forcing
a 23 yard field goal, putting Norfolk
State on the scoreboard a11d bringing
the score to 10-3 which would e<irry
both teams into the half.
"The defense is reaching a point
where we feel we arc not going to give
up points," said sen ior middle linebackerTimothy Lockett, who had five
tackles against the Spartans. "They
were able to put together a nice drive,
but we were determined not to let
them get into the end zone."
Half way through the tl1ird quarter, Wiehberg completed his second
field goal of the game, this time a
22-yard kick, to extend the Bison lead
to 10.
Norfolk State made one last
s tand in the fourth, when Bison wide
receiver Terry Perry fumbled at the
Spartan 46 yard line and Norfolk
strong safety Chris Arzu recovered.
The Spartans took advantage of
the turnover, driving down the field
into the red zone. The Bison defense
attempted to hold the Spartans off
yet again, but was unsuccessful as
fullback Daryl Jones was able to push
forward one yard to score on fourth
and goal to score Norfolk's only
touchdown of the game.
With the gap narrowed with
under nine minutes remaining, the
Bison offense managed to tick time
off of the clock, going 34 yards in five
minutes before they were forced to
punt.
The Spartans failed to score
again, sealing the win for the Bison,

SCOREBOARD
& SCHEDULE
Men's Soccer

Florida Atlantic
Howard

2
1

Football

Norfolk State
Howard

10
13

Women's Swimming

Howard
Drexel

118
158

Men's Swimming

Howard
Drexel

95
166

Women's Soccer

•
North Dakota St.
Howard

12
0

TODAY'S GAMES
None

13-10.
Follo,ving the win, Rutherford
was already looking ahead to next
week's match-up against South
Carolina State (4-4, 3-2 in the MEAC)
in the llulldogs· homecoming game.
"We have to get ready to go down
to South Carolina State and shake
things up in the Ml!.AC," he said.

Hall of Fame Coach Auerbach Dies at 89
BY CARYN GRANT
Spons Editor

Red Auerbach, the Hall of
Fame coach that led the Boston
Celtics to nine NBA championships in the 1950s and oos
died Saturday a l the age of 89.
An NBA official told the
Associated Press that Auerbach
died from a heart attack near
his Washington home.
Until his death, Auerbach
continued to serve as team
president of the Celtics and
•the team announced that the
upcoming season would b<'
dedicated in his honor.
Auerbach was inducted
into the Basketball Hall of

Fame in 1968, two years after
his last game as head coach of
the Celtics.
He won 938 games in
l;is 16 seasons coaching the
Celtics. That number gave
him the title of the most winningest coach in NBA history
until Lenny Wilkens topped
the record during the 1994-95
season.
!lorn as Arnold Auerbach
in Urooklyn, N.Y. on Sept. 20,
1917, aside from his incredible
winning numbers, Auerbach
was also known for celebratir.g victol'ies with a cigar.
The Celtics did not have a
losing season dnring his coach ing tenure.

n .. ~c.t.·_,.,., ., ......Jvnk·1rw1.·~"''"'

Bison Sports Short

"Nobody has had as much
im pact on a sport as Red
Auerbach had on the game of
basketball. He was a pioneer of
the NBA," Tommy Heinsohn,
a former Hall of Fame player
in Boston and current Celtics
coach and broadcaster, told
AP.
"He left his philosophy of
winning championships, playing hard and playing as a team
with several generations of
players ... The game of basketball will never see anyone else
like him."
It wasn't until the 2001-02
season that Phil Jackson tied
his record nine NBA championships when the Lakers won
the title.
Even after he retired from
coaching, Auerbach served as
general manager of the Celtics
until 1984, during which the
team won six more championships.
Steve Pagliuca, a Celtics
nn1naging partner, expressed
to the Associated Press
Auerbach's impact on the NBA
on an even larger Je,·el.
"Red was a guy who
always introduced new things,"
Pagliuca said. "He had some of
the first black players in the
league and some people didn't
like that, but you've got to do
what's right for the fans. So
I think we tried to do things
thoughtfully. We didn't come
in here and change everything
overnight."
Auerbach is survived
by h'o daughters, Nancy
Auerbach Collins and Randy
Auerbach; his granddaughter,
Julie Auerbach Flieger, and
three great-grandchildren.

Cardinals Win World Series
The St. Louis Cardinals defeated the Detroit Tigers 4-2, Friday to claim the
2006 World Serles, 4-1, at Busch Stadium In St. Louis. This Is the Cardinals'
first championship since 1962.
After finishing the regular season with only 63 wins, the Cardinals beat the
Sen Diego Padres and the New York Mets enroute to landing them In a World
Serles match-up with the Tigers.
St. Louis entered the series facing a well-rested Tigers squad after they
took the Mets to seven games, but beat Detroit 7-2 on the road. The Tigers
responded with a 3-1 win to knot the series as the series moved to St. Louis.
The Cardinals, however, regained control with a 5-0 win end held onto It, ending the series before It was scheduled to returned to Detroit.
This championship was the Cardinals tenth World Serles title In club history.
This year was the third time that the two teems had met In the World Serles.
In 1934, the Cardinals defeated the Tigers In seven games. Thirty-four years
later, the Tigers were victorious In the 1966 Serles match-up.
The Cardinals, however, overcame nearly missing the playoffs, delays due to
weather-postponed games and a favored Tigers team to capture the title.

Taekwondo Club Members Place in TMA Tom
Davis Championship Tournament
The Howard University Taekwondo Club competed in the
2006 TMA Tom Davis Championship Tournament in Falls
Church, Va. Saturday.
Senior Bryan Jones came in third place in the black belt
division and sophomores Kenneth Connell and Tyrone Clemons
came in first place and third places, respectively, in the color
divis ion.

Compiled by Caryn Grant, Sports Editor
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'Freakum Dress': Effective Tactic or Not?
BY DANIELLE KWATENG
Hilltop Staff Wnter

What should a woman do when
her boyfriend strays or becomes
bored? Well, according to Beyonce,
she should pull out her "freakum
dress."
On her new album, "B'Day,"
the superstar sings that the perfect
sexy dress is the best way for a
woman to restore her confidence
and recapture her man's attention.
"'When he acts up/That's when
you put it on/Pin it up tight/This
is your song/Poke out your back/
It's time to impress/Pull out your
freakum dress."
On Howard's campus, rated
as the second most fashionable
school in the country in 2004 by
Seventeen magazine, girls wear
dresses every day. Some don't differentiate between a regular dress
and a freakum dress.
Sophomore pre-law major
Kynal Wilson said a freakum dress
is feminine and sexy.
"I guess something that accentuates your curves in a positive
ways, but not in a skanky way."
"'Women have been wearing
them for years," Wilson said. "So
it's kinda' funny that now we finally
have a name for it, but I don't know
if it always does the job."

Despite the term 'freakum
dress' leaking into the general population's consciousness because of
the song's popularity, senior marketing major Magaly Cano doesn't
think using a dress is the ideal way
to keep a man.
"I know that a freakum dress is
a very sexy dress, which is bound
to cause some sort of trouble when
worn," Cano said. "But when my
boyfriend acts up, I just ignore
him and let him realize thnt he
was wrong. Then we talk things
through. Seems to be working: I
get upset, then he gets upset, then
I get flowers and we are back to
perfect."
Another problem with the
freakum dress, Cano believes, is
that every woman doesn't look like
Beyonce and that there isn't always
the time to primp and preen before
the man gets home.
"I don't believe that a freakum
dress works for the average young
ladies," Cano said. "When we get
upset, we too often act in a notso-rational way, like by putting on
scandalous clothing. If we look at Beyonce song " Freakum
things for what they are, a dress is Dress" has started a debate.
just a dress. So, when men decide
that they are going to act up, let
The freakum dress might not
them. A dress is not going to change be as powerful as some think, if
their behavior."
a survey that ran in Essence last

year is any indication. The survey,
featured in an article on what black
men really wanted in a woman,
found that 11 percent of the male
respondents claimed to not care
how frequently sex was experienced. Another u percent are willing to wait until marriage to have
sex.
"A dress could not entice me
to be a better boyfriend-maybe to
do some things that she wouldn't
expect, but not be a better boyfriend," said sophomore advertising major Jabari Johnson. "What
would entice me to be a better boyfriend is when a girl can cook. Like
Nas said, the key to a man's heart is
his stomach."
Johnson also thinks women
these days aren't manipulative, but
in control. "I think girls these days
are brilliant," he said. "They got a
lot of these dudes wrapped around
their fingers, so more power to
them. I know a lot of girls getting
whatever they want out of dudes
so they might as well keep doing
whatever they doing; whether it is
wearing something he likes, being
high maintenance or giving him
something else."
The freakum dress frenzy highlights a bigger issue: the relationship dynamics of black couples. The

male-female relationship, which
was once cherished and nurtured,
like a gift, is now often a tool for
both parties to get what they want
and even bamboozle each other.
The scary statistics don't help
either. Last year, it was reported
that for every us black women
over the age of 18, there are 100
black men. And that doesn't take
into account other factors that may
lower the odds of having a serious
relationship.
Washington D.C. attorney and
mentor Georgia Goslee, believes
young women are too caught up in
what men think and need to work
on the self.
"If a man is really interested
in you, he'll let you know," Goslee
said. "'In whatever way he can, he'll
let you know, even if he's shy. If he
doesn't let you know than he's not
that interested in you."
Goslee also thinks the best way
to find a good relationship is to not
look. "~en you're busy working
on your studies, goals and spirit,
love will find you," she said. •Men
want women who have something
to offer to the world, and nobody
likes a desperate person. I always
tell young girls to focus on developing who you are and the right
person will find you."

Responsibly Fashionable
BY VERONICA DINGWALL

Global Fund. The statistics rendered are essentially unacceptable to humanitarians across the
In the ongoing war on poverty, there are globe.
over 6 million casualties each year: people who
These three diseases are also identified as
lose the fight to AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria, the diseases that claim the lives of too many of
according to annual reports submitted by The the world's poor. Organizations such as Fashion
Fights Poverty, and The Global Fund in conjunction with Project RED have recognize<i the
problem and moved into the second phase of
response with the use of fashion, celebrity and
mass production of"Red" products.
These organizations are utilizing creative
outlets to combat poverty related diseases,
especially in the ravaged continent of Africa.
The Global Fund teamed up with Project RED
to manufacture and sell the public products and
services, whose proceeds will go to areas and
people who are devastated by these diseases.
Every month since Jan. 2006, The Globul
Fund reveals a new partnership "ith an already
multi-million dollar enterprise. These enterprises have agreed to manufacture some of
their products in RED with noble intentions of
donating the proceeds lo The Global Fund who
in turn will use the proceeds to provide medical
Companies like Fashion Fights Poverty
See RED, NEWS A3
are joining the fight against disease.

Contnbuting Wdter

Superstitions Have History
B Y JESSICA MORRIS
Contributu1g Wruer

Many people are aware
of at least some superstitious
beliefs. Many people don't
open umbrellas indoors and
never break a mirror, but
where did these superstitions
come from? Why do people
say, "God bless you" after a
sneeze?
The answers to these
questions go far back in history, some as far back as
ancient times. Superstitions
have been passed down
through generations for lmndreds of years.
One superstition is that
if someone opens an umbrella indoors it 'viii bring bad
luck. According to oldsuperstitions.com, this came
from when umbrellas were
used in the East as early as
the nth century B.C. People
used them not only as a protective measure from the
sun but also as a device to
ward off any harmful spirits. Because of the umbrellas sacred relationship to the
sun, it is wrong to open it in
the shade.
Saying "God bless you"
after a sneeze is a common
practice that started from
a superstition. In ancient
times, man thought his
breath was also his soul. A
sneeze is the same as expelling life from one's body.
Also it was believed to leave a
vacuum in the head through

which evil spirits could enter.
The phrase "God bless you"
then came about to shield
snee1.ers from any ill effects.
Sophomore legal communications major Kristal
Morris said, "I grew up
always hearing the superstition that walking under a
ladder brings bad luck."
This is a common superstition that also began in
ancient times as leaning ladders would form a triangle
with the wall and the ground.
Triangles represented the
Holy Trinity, and violating the Trinity by walking
through it would be disrespectful to God and unleash
the powers of evil spirits.
Many people are aware
of superstition, but etiquette
is also related in that the
basis for these rules are often
unknown. These rules have
somewhat faded in importance over the years, but they
maintain some prevalence
today.
While some superstitions
stem from religious and secular beliefs, some relate to
matters of etiquette.
In an article written by
Dorothea Johnson, Protocol
School of Washington,
she said, "In 2004, a new
emphasis has been placed
on returning to traditional
values. Proper etiquette and
protocol has given children
and adults alike a vital tool
that not only provides a competitive edge, but a sense of

confidence."
There are many mies of
etiquette that many people
do not even know about.
People may also not be aware
of the implications.
For instance, according
to the book, "Etiquette" by
Emily Post, chewing gum
while walking in public is
considered bad etiquette. A
gentleman or lady should
never be chewing on a piece
of gum while being seen in
public.
Another rule is to not
draw any attention to oneself
while in public. Talking too
loudly in public or calling out
someone's name are viewed
as signs of bad breeding.
More common rules
such as men holding doors
for women, men paying for
dates and not putting one's
elbows on the table are rules
that are taught in every etiquette course.
According to sociology professor Dr. Jenifer
Goode, students at Howard
do exercise good etiquette.
"Students often hold open
doors and say good morning
when passing."
Basic consideration for
others and presenting oneself
respectably are the basics of
etiquette. It is important to
know the basics because how
a person acts and carry their
self represents a person. In
any professional setting etiquette can lead to either success or failure.

'Deconstructing ' an 'Empowering Read on Black Men
BY TANARA L. HAYNES
Contnbul1ng wnter

If Tyrone ever had to
be called, perhaps now is
the time to tell everyone
who he might be.
Howard
University
alumni Natalie Hopkinson
and Natalie Y. Moore made
that the goal in their new
book,
"Deconstructing
Tyrone: A New Look at
Black Masculinity in the
Hip-Hop Generation."
An idea that came
from playing around while
brainstorming, the authors
decided to use Tyrone from
the hit song, "Call Tyrone"
by Erykah Badu. Hopkinson
said, "Looking at the song
lyrics people think Tyrone
is this trifling man, but he's
not, he's just his friend. No
one really knows who he
is," Hopkinson said.
From there, the two
authors were inspired to
dissect the roles AfricanAmerican men play, t he
stereotypes that are given
and accepted and the
impact the roles have on
black children and women.
While the title may
lead one to think that this
is another book about the
black male in the hip-hop
generation, the reader
will be quickly corrected
the moment the book is
opened and the introduction is read.
The hip-hop theme
is only used to give the
book its flavor and help
the reader relate. In fact,
there is only one chapter
devoted to the subject, and
even then it is only used
to look at the relationship women have with the
industry: a hot topic that is
always being examined in
the black community.
With u chapters dedicated to breaking down the
black male, the reader is
drawn into learning who
or what Tyrone is really all
about. It's evident that he
is more than the depicted
rapper on television in the
music videos or the deadbeat father, but he is the
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hard working lawyer
or mayor of
a city, such
as Kwame
Kilpatrick
of Detroit,
who is used
as an example.
T h e
two authors
comm itted
themselves
to bringing
light to all
the myths
and urban
legends
about the
black male.
In a chapter titled
Visible
Tyrone,
in
which "Deconstructing Tyrone" Is an Insight Into
homosexu- who and what the black man truly la.
ality
and
brothers on
ships operate within it. The
t he down low are discussed, authors do not only put
readers get a taste of why personal experiences into
black men fear being who it, but also prove that male
they are and deny such acts masculinity is looked at
as having sex with other and experienced by many
men.
across different scales,
In other chapters such such as the younger genas 'The Pole Test,' and eration.
'Baby Daddy,' the two ladies
"De constructing
bring forth the effects black Tyrone" ends with a chapmen have on black women. ter in which teenaged girls
The Pole Test is a chap- ranging from ages 12 to 14
ter that profiles strippers express personal feelings
and the relationships with about men. These women
their fathers, stressing the lay dO\'ffl the law about
importance of how having self-respect and respect
a father figure present in from others. By the end of
a girls life deter mines how the chapter, one feels condevelopment into women fident in the direction the
occurs.
black community may be
'Baby Daddy' goes into going.
paternity, child support
The book is empowerand statistics on how many ing, and looks as though it
single mothers t here are can point the black comcompared to those who are munity down the right
with thefathersoftheirchil- path. It encourages blacks
dren. However, the chapter as a whole to crave learning
does not stop there. The more about black mascuauthors also bring up how linity rather then settling
marriage does not always for what is produced and
establish whether or not concocted on television
the father will be around or and other media.
do his job.
This book is for everyThe book offers much one on all levels.
insight into the black community and how relationGrade: A
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Daily Sudoku
Directions: Each row, each column,
and each 3x3 box must contain each
and every digit 1-9 exactly once.
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Something started telling the members of the middle
class their numbers were getting smaller... literally.

"

Get Rich Or Die Trying
No, we aren't talking
With people getting less G.E.D." Those industrial jobs
about the rapper who consid- time to pay off loans and stu· he refers to that many black
ers himself the George Bush dents graduating "ith all time families li\'ed comfortably
of hip hop. But the title of 50 high amounts of student loans, from like factory workers and
Cent's first album rings true more citizens are entering into miners are now obsolete with
for the experience of many in debt.
the advancements of technolthe middle class and students
Now is the time for us as ogy.
looking to enter the job force, students to decide where we
Even more damaging to
as the middle class shrinks and w·Jnt to land on the economic the working class is that those
the gap between the
jobs not taken by
have's and havemachines are nov.•
not's widens.
moved
halfway
As we talked
across the world.
about the danger of
So on top of there
Students should start now to
sensational broad·
being less work for
pl.an to their financial future
cast news last week,
the skilled worker,
CNN's recent report
no\v you are com·
because the 11liddle class is
hy Lou Dobbs "War
peting on a global
'on the Middle
. Class," shrinking and you are going to
scale.
may be something end up on one side or the other.
Jobs that used
-.e all should be
to keep the middle
looking deeper into.
ladder, a ladder that is becom· class afloat are now going offDobbs pointed out that ing sleeper. We must make shore as companies capital~he middle class in America
plans to do what we have to do ize on cheaper labor in other
js using the same amount of to make sure that happens.
countries. This just stretches
:money to pay rising tuition,
The fact that America's the American wealth gap that
health care, energy and other middle class is shrinking means higher living costs has already
:Costs and is fighting a Capitol you can only move further up affected.
tHill run by special interests or further down. For too long,
We must plan now for
.and big businesses.
the squeaky wheel has gotten our future, recognize the great
Many of our friends at the oil, so large corporations investment in a degree, even
other colleges ha,·e already and causes with big money can with the attack on students
.f elt the tightening of funds as get the ear of Congress mem· that makes paying for that
the New York Times reported bers, while those citizens who education harder today, and
last year that support of pub- elected them work overtime realize our community needs
~ic colleges was lower than it trying to send children like us us.
•had been in the last 20 years to college.
We know 'when America
- schools the paper points out
Bishop T.D. Jakes said in catches a cold, black people
"played a crucial role in the a televised sermon yesterday, catch pneumonia' so we ha\'e
creation of the American mid- that in past ye~1rs, A1nericans to do the work to support and
dle class."
"could make Ph.D. money on a elevate our middle class.
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Do you want to write for THE HILLTOP?
Come to our budget meeting

Monday

@

7 P. m.
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